Abstract. Recession analysis is a classical method employed in hydrology to assess watersheds' hydrological properties by means of the receding limb of a hydrograph, frequently expressed as the rate of change in discharge (dQ/dt) against discharge 10 (Q). This relationship is often assumed to take the form of a power law -dQ/dt=aQ b where a and b are recession parameters.
superposition from previous events.
The variability in watershed response to individual events can be depicted by looking specifically at individual recession events. Authors have observed that individual recessions had greater b than did the point cloud (Biswal and Marani, 2010; 20 McMillan et al., 2011; Mutzner et al., 2013; Shaw and Riha, 2012) . Consistent with previous literature, we have also observed individual recessions that have a larger b than the point cloud fit across watersheds in the Oregon Cascades. To serve as example we present a recession analysis plot in Figure 1 for the Lookout Creek discharge data (station USGS# 14161500) (USGS, 2019) . It is striking to see that values of b for individual recession events tend to be significantly larger than b for the point cloud particularly for those at lower discharges. In this example, individual event selection criteria include recessions 25 lasting longer than 5 days, starting 1 day after the peak to exclude the influence of overland flow, and ending at the following precipitation event. The b parameter estimated using point cloud analysis (binning average method) is smaller b = 1.5 compared to median individual b = 2.8, with 50% of individual recessions taking values from 2.0 to 4.7 (standard deviation = 4.2). The variability of individual recessions seems to suggest that hydrology of the individual events influence the individual recession curves. 30
For a given discharge range, there appear to be multiple individual recessions that are horizontally offset but appear to conserve the parameter b, whereas a is not conserved. The offset of individual recession events suggests that antecedent conditions may influence recession analysis coefficients and thus the point cloud may only represent the variability of individual recessions and not represent an average behavior (e.g. Rupp et al., 2009) . If the point cloud is a result of individual recessions being offset by conditions, the point cloud should be considered an artifact instead of the average behavior representations. If true, recession parameters should be evaluated using the median parameters from individual recession analysis along with their variability to describe watershed. Being able to accurately describe watershed hydrologic properties is crucial for climate vulnerability 5 studies (Berghuijs et al., 2016; Yeh and Huang, 2019) .
[Insert Fig. 1] This paper explores the source of the offset on individual recessions. Using a time-series of synthetic hydrographs with superimposed recessions of a known shape, we compare different methods for estimating the recession analysis parameters and the sensitivity to the method on the frequency and magnitude of events that make up the hydrograph. We are particularly 10 concerned with how individual recessions collectively create the point cloud. We illustrate why the point cloud in recession analysis plots is an artifact and thus any parameter estimated from it is misleading.
Methods
The section presents methods for: 1) the comparison between four fitting methods for parameter estimation applied to a discharge time series for Lookout Creek, and 2) the definition of three synthetic hydrographs. 15
Parameter Estimation Fitting Methods
To compare parameter estimation methods and the dependency on the fitting method, first the definition of the transition from early to late-time was defined. In an attempt to reduce the subjectivity of distinguishing late-time from early-time, the breakpoint in discharge separating early from late-time behavior was optimized to best represent the analytical solutions. By separating the data into two subgroups, either smaller or larger than a defined breakpoint discharge, the best fit line was 20 determined for each subgroup. The location of the breakpoint is defined so the error between the observed ratio of b for the two subgroups and the theatrical ratio (b=3 for early and 1.5 for late give a ratio of 2) is minimized, theoretically defining the subgroup above the breakpoint as early-time and the subgroup below the breakpoint at late-time.
In order to compare recession analysis parameters between methods, four fitting methods were evaluated: lower envelope (LE), central tendency method (CT), binning average (BA), and the median of individual recessions (MI). Recession 25 parameters for all methods were determined by linear fitting in bi-logarithmic space for consistency across methods. For the LE method, a defined b of 3 and 1.5 for early and late-time respectively where a is fit such that 5% of points are left below the lower envelope (Troch et al., 1993) . For the CT method, the fit included all -dQ/dt vs Q points unweighted. For the BA method, bins spanned at least 1% of the logarithmic range, and a linear fit was applied to the bins based on the inverse-variance weighting. For the MI method, parameter estimation for individual recessions was performed and the median for a and b value were determined independently from all individual recessions. In all cases, the time derivative -dQ/dt was computed using the Exponential Time Step method (ETS) proposed by Roques et al. (2017) .
Synthetic Hydrograph Methods 5
This paper makes use of synthetic hydrographs to explore factors that change b for individual recession events as well as the inter-arrival times of individual events that create the point cloud. The specifications of the synthetic hydrograph were chosen to explore the effects of the magnitudes and frequency of recharge events on the recession analysis parameters from collective vs individual recessions.
The falling limb of the hydrograph is assumed to follow a power law following Eq. (1) (Dewandel et al., 2003; Drogue, 1972; 10 Rupp and Woods, 2008):
where Q is the discharge, Q o the initial discharge prior recession at t=0, t is the time in days since the recession started, t o is the characteristic timescale, and w is the dimensionless power law decay exponent. The characteristic timescale is assumed to be 45 days and constant between individual recessions (Brutsaert, 2008) . By maintaining a constant characteristic timescale 15 the result is a hysteretic dQ/dt vs. Q relationship, in contrast to constant a value which produces a single non-hysteric relationship. Consequentially, a is variable and equal to -w/(t o Q o 1/w ).
We compared three hypothetical cases with different hydrologic controls (Table 1) . This design allowed us to specifically examine hydrologic controls in order to assess their influences on individual recessions. We can also determine the influence of parameter estimation for individual recessions and the point cloud. The hydrologic controls we looked at were the inter- [Insert Fig. 2] [Insert Table 1] After defining the hydrograph, recession extraction and parameter estimation were performed. Because events are based on a 5 synthetic hydrograph, recession extraction was based on the individually defined events that make up the hydrograph. The beginning of the recession was defined as the peak in discharge because no potential influence of overland flows exist. Events of any length were included with the end of the recession defined as the time step before the next chronological peak. The exponential time step method was used for derivative calculation.
Methods 10

Parameter Estimation Fitting Results
LE, CT, and BA all fit the point cloud and all result in different estimations of a and b evident when applied to the observed streamflow for Lookout Creek with early-time values for a and b resulting in estimates that are 50% larger for LE than BA ( Fig.3 and Table 2 ). Furthermore, parameter estimation is sensitive to the fitting method using the point cloud or individual recessions, notably for the late-time b value which is used for climate sensitivity analysis where b for MI is 6x greater for the 15 estimation compared to CT ( Table 2 ). The CT and BA methods are fairly consistent with each other for both early and latetime, with BA resulting in smaller a values than CT. The pre-defined theoretical b values for the LE appear to provide poor fits for the point cloud. Using the MI method, the b value is larger than any other method for both early and late-time. Hereafter and for the synthetic hydrographs, we use the binning average method (BA) and the median individual recessions (MI) to compare between the point cloud and individual recessions, respectively, for parameter estimation for the synthetic 20 hydrographs presented.
[Insert Fig. 3] [Insert Table 2] 
Synthetic Hydrograph Results
The falling limb recession for all three cases is defined using w=0.7 as the dimensionless decay constant related to b by w=1/(b2.0 by Biswal and Marani (2010) recessions, resulting in a larger range of a values and a more scattered point cloud. In contrast, as w approaches infinity, the 5 offset is minimized and b goes to 1, representing in an exponential falling limb recession (Rupp and Woods, 2008) . In this special case, the recession analysis plot of the individual recessions all plot on the same b=1 with constant a (i.e., there is no offset among individual recessions lines). While b=1 is interpreted as a linear reservoir according to traditional theory and is a convenience often assumed, yet this result suggests that a condition where b=1 would not be consistent with a point cloud, except to the degree at which observation error introduce noise into the recession hydrograph. In summary, the more linear the 10 response is (the closer b is to 1), the smaller the offset, whereas the more non-linear the response (the larger the b), the greater the offset will be and thus the worse the parameter estimation from the point cloud will be.
The 3 subsequent cases using synthetic hydrographs are intended to highlight the offset of the individual recession curves, using an underlying decay constant of w=0.7 that is sensitive enough to showcase the offset of individual recessions but still providing a reasonable recession analysis plot. Case 1 uses events with a constant w across the hydrograph, while Case 2 & 3 15 to include superposition of an underlying event with a constant w and the antecedent flows which results in a less negative effective decay constant resulting in an increased b.
Due to the nature of the synthetic hydrograph, the omission of noise in the data results in discrete individual recessions. Bins from BA often contained just a few points with very low variance and thus an infinite weight. This would rarely be the case using real data. Consequentially, we do not use inverse-variance weighting for the synthetic cases to avoid outlier bins with 20 low variance. Instead, a direct linear fit on the log bins without weights was performed, which is not suggested to be applied to real datasets.
Case 1
Recession analysis of a hydrograph with log-normally distributed event inter-arrival times and peak discharge with a constant [Insert Fig. 6] 
Discussion and Conclusions
In the 42 years since Brutsaert and Nieber (1977) proposed their recession analysis, it has provided a seemingly simple analytical method for estimating basin-scale hydrologic properties. However, recent studies have highlighted the sensitivity of 20 parameter estimation to the fitting method used and the influence on the interpretation for average watershed behavior. This paper explores the effect of the distribution of individual recessions on parameter estimation and compares that to the parameter estimation for collective recessions. We hypothesize that the underlying hydrology controls the distribution of individual recessions. Using three case studies of synthetic hydrographs, we compare the effects of event inter-arrival time, magnitude, and antecedent conditions on the distribution of individual recession events that together comprise the collective recessions. A first approximation could be using linear superposition of individual events on the antecedent baseflow to back out an underlying recession curve. This underlying recession curve would be a master recession that describes the watershed's underlying hydrology controlling the falling limb of the hydrograph in order to predict watershed recession behavior based on streamflow. However, as many watersheds have unconfined aquifers, the superposition may be nonlinear and instead follow 20 the sum of the squares. The methods employed for recession analysis certainly require more attention: Correct methods are critical to understanding the underlying hydrology and thus the interpretation of a watershed's vulnerability to climate change.
While the underlying hydrology that controls individual recessions remains widely uncertain, being able to deconvolve these controls is important to assess the vulnerability of a river system to climate change. The parameter estimation for recession analysis may be vastly different based on the method employed, and thus having indirect impacts of misinterpretation of 25 hydrological properties and predictions within the critical zone. When using the point cloud, the smaller recession analysis b at late-time is interpreted as a more vulnerable watershed to drought and the accompanying larger a indicates a flow that will continue to decline. However, the median of the individual recessions at late-time better represents the watershed's response with a larger b and smaller a indicating less drought vulnerability compared to the point cloud. Previously, the interpretation of groundwater systems to conductivity and flow length based on the point cloud may be a product of event organization, 30 which could explain why these trends have been difficult to synthesize into larger predictive behaviors. With the point cloud b being smaller than the median individual b and a is larger, which for climate assessment and watershed vulnerability 
